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PRESS RELEASE
AKIPS develops the most scalable and featured network
monitoring software, delivered at a commodity price.
Brisbane, Australia – October 2014 – H A P P Y H A L L O W E E N
AKIPS Network Monitor is 6 months old! Well at least that's how long the software has been released.
AKIPS has spent years of man hours and millions of dollars on the development of the software and
since initial release have added some 1000 new features. On average we had added an additional
MIB object each day, have delivered on many of the user requests for additional functionality and have
advanced the deployment of monitoring for wireless devices. There is more to come and we look
forward to partnering with our customers to deliver on our vision to be the Number 2 Network
Monitoring Company in the World. { Every other vendor claims to be Number 1, so we will be happy to
be Number 2 }.
AKIPS true vision is in line with what we are in progress of delivering. The world's most scalable and
featured network monitoring software, delivered at a commodity price!
Our roadmap includes full coverage of all major vendors equipment inclusive of monitoring wireless
devices. Alerting has already been introduced and will be tweaked to deliver live reporting for our
customers. This includes instant alerts with the ability to set threshold levels for prioritised alerting. We
operate in a Virtual Machine and have the lowest deployment cost of any network monitoring software
vendor as you don't need to pay for a trial and don't need to acquire any hardware. AKIPS software
practically installs and upgrades itself and discovers your network devices automatically. AKIPS easy
navigable Graphical User Interface allows you to click through the network performance data to deliver
transparent results immediately.
Customers are extremely satisfied with the ease of deployment and software upgrades. The
technology roadmap of features, inclusive of wireless monitoring, will fast become reality. World class
businesses, training institutions, and now schools alike, can benefit from the transparency and
accountability AKIPS Network Monitor delivers for their customer.
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“Always Keep It Purely Simple”.

For the non-technical audience:
Have fun Trick or Treating.
Please treat your organisation to the latest instalment of AKIPS Network Monitor. Download now at
www.akips.com. Eligible institutions can take advantage of a 12.5% educational discount, or bona fide
K-12 schools get a whopping 66.66% discount. Get a quote today!. Best of all, the 45 day evaluation
trial is FREE and once you purchase a subscription your full data history is available from the time
your trial began. If your a small outfit who needs a monitoring solution to troubleshoot network issues
you are always able to use the FREE version with limited 2 day history.

